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The limited success of the sole use of monoclonal antibodies for
cancer detection and treatment has led to the development of
multistep methods using antibodies in conjunction with low molec
ular weight agents. For tumor pretargeting, it is important to optimize
dose and schedule of relevant agents and to understand barriers to
targeted delivery. Here, we address these issues for the anti-
carcinoembryonic antigen bifunctional antibody-hapten and the
streptavidinylated antibody-biotin systems using a recently devel
oped physiologically based pharmacokinetic model. Methods: For
baseline conditions of a standard 70-kg man with a 20-g tumor
embedded in the liver, the model was used in conjunction with the
Medical Internal Radiation Dosimetry schema to: estimate absorbed
doses in tumor and normal tissues; determine the dose dependence
of effector agent accumulation in tumor; simulate tumor-to-back
ground effector agent uptake ratio; and calculate the therapeutic
ratio for different antibody forms and radionuclides. Alternative drug
administration schemes and variable tumor physiological conditions
were considered. Results: Model simulations showed that 131I-
labeled biotin with the streptavidinylated F(ab')2 provided the highest

therapeutic ratio under the optimized conditions. The simulations
also showed that biotin with the bifunctional streptavidinylated
immunoglobulin G provided the highest tumor-to-liver uptake ratio
during the early period. Sensitivity analysis showed that antibody
extravasation was the major factor limiting the accretion of the
effector agent in tumor, whereas antigen expression in normal
tissues and tumor antigen shedding had little effect on the absorbed
doses. Conclusion: Tumor pretargeting should provide a definite
advantage over direct antibody targeting with up to a 200% increase
in tumor-to-background ratio in radioimmunodetection and up to a
76% increase in tumor-to-bone marrow therapeutic ratio in radio-
immunotherapy. Rapid antibody clearance from the bloodstream
before effector agent injection is expected to improve the therapeu
tic ratio marginally (3%-10%). However, continuous plasmapheresis
dramatically increased the tumor-to-background ratio by a factor of
10 in RAID and the tumor-to-bone marrow therapeutic ratio by more
than 110% for short-lived radionuclides in RAIT. Apart from drastic
measures such as extended plasmapheresis, pretargeting selectiv
ity was neither sensitive enough for radioimmunodetection nor
effective enough for radioimmunotherapy in patients with typical
solid tumors even using the optimized protocols.
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J-/OW tumor-to-background uptake ratio and normal tissue
toxicity are the major obstacles for radioimmunodetection
(RAID) and radioimmunotherapy (RAIT) with radiolabeled
monoclonal antibodies (1-9). One strategy to overcome these

obstacles is tumor pretargeting. This involves administration of
a tumor targeting antibody with an extra binding site for a low
molecular weight effector (imaging or therapeutic) agent, which
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is given (ideally) after most of the antibody has been cleared
from the systemic circulation and has concentrated in the tumor
(10-19). The low molecular weight agent clears much more

rapidly from the bloodstream and sensitive normal tissues. To
evaluate such complex strategies, it is essential to understand
transport barriers, assess the potential of optimized clinical
protocols and address limitations that remain, even under
favorable conditions.

In a previous study, we addressed the optimization issues for
RAID and RAIT with radiolabeled monoclonal antibodies using
a physiologically based pharmacokinetic model (20). Using
anti-carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) murine antibody ZCE025
as an example, we concluded that RAID and RAIT with
radiolabeled monoclonal antibodies alone were inadequate for
cancer diagnosis and treatment; other strategies, such as tumor
pretargeting, may yet be helpful in improving the modality (20).
To evaluate the potential of these strategies, we have developed
a similar physiologically based pharmacokinetic model for
tumor pretargeting systems. The model is capable of describing
the pharmacokinetics of an anti-CEA bifunctional antibody
(BFA>-hapten system (ZCE/CHA-EOTUBE) in nude mice

bearing human tumor xenografts and of predicting the pharma
cokinetics of the BFA-hapten system in humans by scaling up

the model parameters from mice to humans (21).
Here, as done previously for direct antibody targeting, we

applied the pharmacokinetic model to the BFA-hapten system
and the streptavidinylated antibody-biotin system to address
the following critical issues in tumor pretargeting:

1. Can absorbed doses be estimated a priori from knowledge
of physiological and physicochemical parameters using a
mathematical model?

2. What is the proper interval between antibody injection
and effector agent injection?

3. How effective is forced antibody clearance before effector
agent injection?

4. What are the relationships between antibody dose, effec
tor agent dose and effector agent uptake in tumor?

5. What are the optimal antibody and effector agent doses for
a high uptake of effector agent in tumor?

6. Which antibody form, immunoglobulin G (IgG) or
F(ab')2, is more suitable for cancer detection?

7. What are the optimal combinations of antibody forms and
radionuclides that give the highest therapeutic ratio in
cancer treatment?

8. Can this strategy fulfill its promise to increase tumor-to-
background uptake ratio and reduce normal tissue toxic
ity? and

9. How effective is tumor pretargeting under average and
favorable tumor physiological conditions?

Our aim is to quantitatively assess the advantages of tumor
pretargeting, comparing results with previously published stud
ies.
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FIGURE 1. Schematic of whole-body compartments for the physiologically
based pharmacokinetic model and the subcompartments for tumor. C =
BFA or effector agent concentration in each subcompartment; Jv_Â¡= BFA or
effector agent extravasation (transcapillary exchange); Â«^Â¡g^ = BFA-
antigen-specific binding association rate; K^,^ = BFA-antigen specific
binding disassociation rate, 1^^ = lymphatic flow rate; V0, V; and Vv =
cellular, interstitial and vascular volumes, respectively; O^gan = plasma flow

rate.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Physiologically Based Pharmacokinetics Model
The physiologically based pharmacokinetic model for tumor

pretargeting systems was based on a previously developed phar

macokinetic model for radiolabeled monoclonal antibodies (Fig. 1)
(27). The details of model development have been presented
previously (21,22). In brief, the following processes were included
in the model:

1. Transport of the antibody and effector agent via the systemic
circulation;

2. Extravasation (transcapillary exchange) of the antibody and
effector agent;

3. Recirculation of the antibody and effector agent from the
interstitial space to systemic circulation via lymphatic circu
lation;

4. Nonspecific binding of the antibody and effector agent in the
interstitial space;

5. Specific binding of the effector agent with BFA;
6. Specific binding of the antibody and tumor antigen;
7. Catabolism of the antibody and effector agent in tissues; and
8. Renal clearance of the antibody and effector agent.

The antibody-effector agent complex was assumed to share the
same transport properties and catabolism and clearance rates as the
antibody itself. In the model, we chose not to include the impact of
the lost labels due to the lack of experimental information and to
focus on the physical properties of the radionuclides (radiation
emissions and half-life). Thus, we assumed that released labels
were rapidly excreted and had little impact on the observed
pharmacokinetics. The model equations are given in Appendix B.

Model Parameters and Baseline Conditions
For mice, the plasma flow rates, organ volumes, antigen con

centration, antibody-antigen binding kinetics, antibody-effector
agent binding kinetics, the permeability-surface area products and
other molecule-dependent parameters were obtained from the
literature (Tables 1-3). When parameter values were not available
in the literature, they were estimated with a weighted nonlinear
regression fit to the experimental data of BFA-1 "in-hapten system

in mice. For streptavidinylated antibody and biotin, the transport
parameters are scaled from BFA and hapten according to their
molecular weights (Tables 1-3). The major difference between the
two systems was the significantly higher (IO6 times) antibody-

effector agent affinity between streptavidinylated antibody and
biotin.

For humans, plasma flow rates and organ volumes were obtained
from the literature for a 70-kg standard man (21-23). For the

remaining parameters, the murine values were scaled up to humans
according to known empirical relations (21,24). Vascular and
interstitial volumes, together with fluid recirculation rates, were
scaled up proportional to body weight. Lymphatic flow rates,
permeability-surface products and urine excretion rates were
scaled up from mice according to (body weight)374(21,24). Other

TABLE 1
Molecular Species-Dependent Parameters

PSJPSst(ml/min/g)Molecular

speciesZCE

IgGZCE
F(ab')2Streptavidinylated

IgGStreptavidinylated
F(ab')2HaptenBiotin"i.0.260.110.260.110.100.10Â°s0.980.960.980.960.100.10Mouse2.66

x 1067.98
x 1062.21
x10~66.13
X10~64.2
x10~13.5
x 10~1Human3.50

x 1071.10
x10~62.91

x 1078.46
x 1075.5
x10-24.6

x 10 2(ml/min/g)Mouse7.80

x 1062.34
x10~66.50
x10~61.80X

10~64.2
x10~13.5
X 10"1Human1.00X10

63.10
x 1078.30
x 1072.38
x10~75.5
x10~24.6
x 10~2Urine

excretionrate
(min~1)Mouse0.000260.00110.000260.001

10.20.2Human0.1100.4460.1100.44684.784.7

'From rÃ©f.29.

tBased on albumin data (29), scaled by diffusion coefficient in normal tissue:
(P,/P2) = (MW,/MW2) 1-09(33). Values for tumor and liver are assumed to be 10-fold higher than in other organs.
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TABLE 2
Plasma Flow Rates and Organ Volumes*

Plasma flow rate
(ml/min)OrganPlasmaBoneHeartKidneyLiverLungMuscleSkinSpleenGastrointestinaltractTumorMouse4.380.170.280.801.104.380.801.210.050.900.10Human300013812063080030004132201384680.564Fluid

flow rate
(ml/min/g)MouseN/A1.4

x 1055.6
x1Q-55.6
XIO"44.6
x10~43.0
x10"45.0
x10~63.0

x10~53.0

x 1051.0
x 1061.0

X10~5HumanN/A1.9

x 10~67.5
x10~67.5X10"56.1

x10~54.0
X10~56.7

x10~74.0
X10'64.0
X10~61.3
x10~71.3

x 10~6Lymphatic

flow rate
(mWmin)MouseN/A6.0

x10~51.0X1Q-51.7X10'42.0

x10~41.0X10~46.0X10-"1.0x10

52.0
x10~67.0
x10~47.0

x 10~5HumanN/A2.6

x10'24.3
x10'37.4
x10~28.7
x10"24.3
x10~22.6x10

14.3
x10~38.7
x10~43.0

x 1013.0

X10~2Total

volume
(ml)Mouse0.7741.5000.1330.2980.9510.1917.9242.9400.1003.4500.472Human2700.01500.0300.0284.01809.0999.035000.06800.01734.02147.020.0Vascular

volume
(ml)Mouse0.7740.0800.0070.0300.0950.0190.1500.2000.0100.1000.033Human2700.0150.015.028.4180.999.9700462.017.043.01.4Interstitial

volume
(ml)Mouse0.0000.2800.0190.1010.1900.0571.0320.9990.0200.6000.258Human0279.042.996.6361.8299.7455822734.7373.210.9

N/A = not applicable.
"From refs. 21 and 22.

antibody-dependent parameters such as binding kinetics, pore sizes
and reflection coefficients were kept the same as in mice. These
known and estimated parameters, which formed the baseline
conditions in this study, are given in Tables 1-3.

Dose Calculations
Absorbed doses were calculated under the Medical Internal

Radiation Dosimetry schema (23) for a hypothetical 20-g tumor
embedded in the liver, as used previously (20). The following
equations were used to estimate the absorbed doses in various
tissues. For tumor:

or + (Atumor + An.|iver)2iA,<Si(lÃ•Ver *- liver)Dtumor =

For liver:

Oliver = An-iiveAp/Mn-nver + (Ammor + An.|Â¡ver)2iAÂ¡*Â¡(lÃ•VerÂ«-liver)

+ 2hAhS(liver^h).

For other tissues (bone marrow, heart, lung, kidney, spleen,
gastrointestinal tract, skin and muscle):

Here, h includes bone marrow, heart, lung, kidney, spleen, gastro
intestinal tract, skin and muscle; A is the accumulated activity; A;
is the mean energy emitted per nuclear transition for particle i (np
for nonpenetrating radiation); <J>Â¡(liver <â€”liver) is the specific

absorption fraction of energy for target organ liver for particle i
emitted in the source organ liver; S is the mean dose per unit
accumulated activity; Mtumoris the liver-embedding tumor tissue
mass; and Mn.liveris the normal liver tissue mass (23).

Absorbed Dose Estimation
Two different pharmacokinetics were used to estimate the

absorbed dose in humans for anti-CEA IgG, BFA-hapten system

(77): empirical pharmacokinetics obtained by a curve fit and
predicted pharmacokinetics from our physiologically-based model.
A triexponential function, a,exp( â€”A,t) + a2exp( â€”A2t)+ (1 â€”a,
â€”a2)exp( â€”A3t),was fitted to the averaged '"in-labeled hapten
pharmacokinetics from 10 patients (body weight, 40-100 kg;
tumor weight, 4-50 g; IgGl BFA dose, 5-40 mg). The human data
were those presented in our previous study (27). The fitted
empirical pharmacokinetics were used to calculate the absorbed
doses in tumor and critical normal tissues for effector agent
combined with 67Cu, "Â°Y, I3II and IS8Re. The results were

= (Ammor+ An.|jver)S(organÂ«â€”liver) + 2i,AhS(organ <â€”h). compared with a priori estimates obtained using the physiologi-

TABLE 3
Parameters Fitted for Each Organ*

OrganBoneHeartKidneyLiverLungMuscleSkinSpleenGastrointestinal

tractTumorIgG2.5

x10~30.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.80aF(ab')25.5x10~43.3
x10-"1.2
x10~33.6
x10~43.0
x10~52.4

X1Q-47.5
x10-26.5
x10~27.5
x10~40.16aK*

(min~1)StreptavidinylatedIgG2.5

x 1030.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.80aK1

(min~1)StreptavidinylatedF(ab')25.5

x10"43.3
x10~41.2
x10~33.6
x10~43.0
x10-52.4
X1Q-47.5
x10~26.5X1Q-27.5

x1Q-40.16aHapten8.51.0X10-32.1

x10"22.0
x10~34.0
XIO"31.5X

10~32.5
x10~33.0
x10~42.0
x10~210Biotin8.51.0

x 1032.1
x10"22.0
x10~34.0
x10~31.5
x10"32.5
x10~33.0
XIO"42.0
xIO"210Â«'(min-1)Hapten15.0

x10-"1.0X
10"37.0

X1Q-42.0
x10"35.0
xIO'45.0
x1Q-45.0
X10~54.0
xIO"31Biotin15.0

x10-"1.0
X10~37.0
x10~"2.0
x10~35.0
x10""5.0
x10~45.0
x10'54.0
x10~31

"Specific binding forward rate constant for tumor, ktsp min 1â€¢ml/pmol; nonspecific kf taken as zero, with kr ^ = 0.0085 min 1, and Bma}<for tumor taken
as 1.18 x 10 8 M for IgG and F(ab')2. BFA-hapten binding forward rate constant 5.6 x 109 M 1-min 1; reverse rate constant, 1.2 min 1;streptavidin-biotin
binding forward rate constant, 4.2 x 109 M~1 â€¢min"1; reverse rate constant, 5.4 x 10~6 min"1.
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TABLE 4
Calculated Radiation Doses by Two Different Methods

Radiation dose(cGy/mCi)MethodEstimationPredictionRadionuclideBone

KidneyLiverLungMuscleSkinSpleenTumorGastrointestinaltractusing

curve-fittingmethod67Cu131,188Re90Yusing

physiologically67Cu131,188Re90Y0.561.100.882.40based0.531.000.972.302.305.104.0013.00pharmacokinetic2.004.204.1012.000.942.201.704.90model1.202.602.506.400.681.301.503.700.901.801.905.000.0170.630.411.200.0190.460.350.960.461.000.842.600.530.961.303.000.571.211.202.900.350.770.731.701.803.103.007.301.202.802.106.500.531.100.932.700.541.101.202.80

cally based pharmacokinetic model to validate the model for
absorbed dose estimation.

Optimal Bifunctional Antibody Doses
The optimal antibody doses have been previously determined

under the same baseline conditions for anti-CEA murine antibody
ZCE025 (20). They were used as the optimal antibody doses for the
prcinjected anti-CEA BFA in this study [i.e., 14 mg/0.09 Â¿imolefor
IgG and 10 mg/0.10 Â¿nmolefor F(ab')2] to achieve high tumor-

specific antibody uptakes (20).

Injection Interval and Forced Antibody Clearance
Previous studies have shown that longer injection intervals lead

to higher tumor-to-background effector agent uptake ratio as
antibodies are cleared from the plasma and other normal tissues
(20,21,25). Prolonged intervals, however, may not be feasible
clinically. As an alternative, antibodies are frequently cleared out
from the systemic circulation before effector agent administration
with, for example, a polyvalent "chase" macromolecule. Here, two

different injection intervals, a short interval of 3 days (72 hr) and
a long interval of 20 days (480 hr) were considered, with and/or
without prior "forced antibody clearance" (i.e., antibody concen

tration in plasma was set to zero before effector agent administra
tion but was allowed to rise as material returned to the plasma from
extravascular space). The potential benefits of "extended plasma-
phercsis" (continuous removal of all circulating free antibodies and

maintaining zero plasma concentration) was also simulated as a
part of our sensitivity analysis (see "Results").

Dose-Dependent Effector Agent Uptake and Optimal
Effector Agent Doses

The hapten uptake in tumor (percentage injected dose per g of
tissue) was simulated at a wide range of effector agent doses. The
accumulated activities in tumor for ml-labeled effector agent in

both systems were then calculated as a function of effector agent
dose. The optimal effector agent doses were selected as the doses
that achieve 98% or higher of the maximum accumulated activities
in tumor.

Radioimmunodetection
The tumor-to-liver effector agent uptake ratio was simulated as

a function of time with the optimized protocols because the
tumor-to-background uptake ratio is the most critical parameter in
cancer detection (26-2fi). This enables us to discern the optimal
antibody forms, to determine the earliest feasible imaging time and
to assess the potential and limitations of the strategy.

Radioimmunotherapy
The feasibility of RAIT with tumor pretargeting was assessed by

estimating the maximum achievable absorbed doses in tumor.
Similar to direct targeting with antibodies, we chose the tumor-to-

bone marrow and tumor-to-liver absorbed dose ratios as the
therapeutic ratios. The maximum achievable absorbed doses in
tumor were the products of the maximum therapeutic ratios and the
tolerable absorbed doses of the dose-limiting organs (3.0 Gy for
bone marrow and 13.0 Gy for liver) (20).

Sensitivity Analysis
For any kinetic model, it is important to determine the impact

that each parameter may have on the model due to its variability
and uncertainty. For this purpose, the relative sensitivity coeffi
cients of model parameters were calculated as AR/R as compared
to AP/P, i.e., the percentage change in tumor-to-bone marrow
therapeutic ratio, R, as compared to the percentage change in
parameter value, P. Positive values for the relative sensitivity mean
that the therapeutic ratio increases when the parameter value
increases, whereas negative values mean the opposite. A very small
absolute value indicates that the therapeutic ratio is insensitive to
that parameter.

Sensitivity analysis was also used to evaluate alternative drug
administration schemes, antigen distributions and antibody-effec

tor agent interaction. Specifically, we examined:

1. The impact of antigen expression in bone marrow;
2. The effect of shed tumor antigen;
3. The benefit of effector agent continuous infusion over bolus

injection;
4. Antibody clearance by extended plasmapheresis; and
5. The optimal range of the binding affinity between the BFA

and effector agent.

RESULTS
The success of tumor pretargeting relies on numerous inter

acting parameters that determine the effector agent uptake in
tumor and critical normal tissues. The physiologically based
pharmacokinetic model offers us a unified framework to quan
titatively elucidate the impact of these parameters.

Absorbed Dose Estimation
The absorbed doses estimated using two different pharmaco

kinetic methods (i.e., empirical pharmacokinetics by curve
fitting and physiologically based model-predicted pharmacoki
netics) are listed in Table 4 for the BFA-hapten system. The
comparison showed that the discrepancies between the model
prediction (using no adjustable parameters) and the estimation
with the curve fitting (from 10% to 80%) were within the
variations associated with the clinical pharmacokinetics. Al
though introducing adjustable parameters to account for patient
variability would give more accurate estimates, such an effort is
not warranted at present considering the relatively large errors
associated with experimental data.
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FIGURE 2. The accumulated activity
for I31l-labeled effector agent in hu

mans as a function of hapten injection
dose (relative to antibody molar dose)
for different injection intervals, 72 hr
and 480 hr, with and/or without
forced antibody clearance from the
systemic circulation before effector
agent injection for the BFA-hapten (A)
and streptavidinylated antibody-bi-
otin (B) systems. Optimal BFA doses
[14 mg for IgG and 10 mg for F(ab')2]

were used in the simulation. The op
timal hapten injection dose was cho
sen to attain a relative accumulated
activity in tumor of 98% of maximum.

Dose-Dependent Effector Agent Uptake and Optimal

Effector Agent Doses
The accumulated activities in tumor are shown in Figure 2 as

a function of effector agent dose for 131I-labeled effector agent
in the BFA-hapten and streptavidinylated antibody-biotin

systems. The optimal effector agent doses were chosen as 20%
of the antibody molar dose in the BFA-hapten system and
100% in the streptavidin-biotin system, for both IgG and
F(ab')2, with and/or without prior forced antibody clearance.

(These doses were based on the knee in the activity compared
to dose curves in Fig. 2.)

The model simulations revealed a different effector agent
dose dependence for the accumulated tumor activity in these
two different systems. This was the result of the binding affinity
differences between the BFAs and the effector agents. At very
high binding affinity such as for the streptavidinylated anti
body-biotin system, a large quantity of effector agent mole
cules was needed to first saturate the circulating free antibodies
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FIGURE 3. The tumor-to-liver uptake
ratio as a function of time in humans
for different injection intervals, 72 hr
and 480 hr, with and/or without
forced antibody clearance from the
systemic circulation before effector
agent injection for the BFA-hapten (A)
and the streptavidinylated antibody-

biotin (B) systems.

before they penetrated and bound with the BFAs inside the
tumor.

Radioimmunodetection
The tumor-to-liver effector agent uptake ratio was simulated

as a function of time for the BFA-hapten and streptavidinylated
antibody-biotin systems (Fig. 3). After an early distribution
phase, the tumor-to-liver uptake ratios were relatively low
(<1.0). As antibodies were further excreted from normal
tissues, the ratios increased as a result of antibody-specific
binding in tumor. F(ab')2 gave slightly higher uptake ratios than

did IgG in the BFA-hapten system, whereas IgG gave slightly
higher uptake ratios than did F(ab')2 in the streptavidinylated

antibody-biotin system. Because the ratios were relatively high

during the early distribution phase, an early imaging time (i.e.,
first 4 hr) was recommended.

Radioimmunotherapy
The absorbed doses and therapeutic ratios were calculated for

a different combination of radionuclides (67Cu, 90Y, I31I and
IS8Re) and antibody forms [IgG and F(ab')2] for the BFA-
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TABLE 5
Absorbed Dose and Therapeutic Ratio for BFA-Hapten and Streptavidin-Biotin Systems*

SystemBFA-haptenStrepatividinylatedantibody-biotinRadionuclide67Cu131,188ReÂ»v67Cu131,188RegeyTumor
dose

(cGy/mCi)0.77(0.71)3.37

(2.84)0.90
(0.80)2.25
(2.09)1.26(1.05)7.97

(5.73)1.11(1.03)4.35

(4.04)igGtumor/BM2.57

(2.88)3.60
(3.80)2.04
(2.34)1.99(2.27)2.55

(2.82)3.46
(3.63)2.09
(3.03)2.15(2.64)Tumor/liver0.23

(0.23)0.36
(0.36)0.15(0.15)0.13(0.13)0.26(0.31)0.41

(0.45)0.19(0.29)0.17(0.22)Tumor

dose
(cGy/mCi)0.95

(0.92)3.16(2.96)1.19(1.14)3.56

(3.45)1.51
(1.41)8.76
(7.92)1.42(1.48)5.91

(5.67)F(ab')2

Tumor/BM2.23

(2.32)3.30
(3.37)1.71
(1.73)2.02(2.10)3.55

(3.67)4.66(4.71)3.01

(3.34)3.46
(3.68)Tumor/liver0.30

(0.30)0.42
(0.43)0.22
(0.22)0.22
(0.22)0.32
(0.33)0.46
(0.47)0.24
(0.27)0.23

(0.25)

BM = bone marrow.
'Numbers in parentheses are calculated with forced antibody clearance from plasma.

hapten and streptavidinylated antibody-biotin systems (Table
5).

For the BFA-hapten system, ml-labeled hapten with IgG

gave the highest tumor-to-bone marrow therapeutic ratio of
3.80, and I3'l-labeled hapten with F(ab')2 gave the highest

tumor-to-liver therapeutic ratio of 0.43. with prior forced
antibody clearance. For the streptavidinylated antibody-biotin
system, a moderately higher tumor-to-bone marrow therapeutic
ratio of 4.71 and a tumor-to-liver therapeutic ratio of 0.47 were
achieved for I31l-labeled biotin with F(ab')2 with prior forced

antibody clearance. Consequently, the maximum achievable
absorbed dose in tumor was 14.13 Gy when bone marrow
toxicity was the limiting factor under the baseline physiological
conditions.

The results indicated that 3%-10% increases in therapeutic

ratios were achieved with prior antibody clearance. These
moderate improvements, consistent with certain experimental
observations (29), were mainly due to the return of the BF A to
the plasma from normal tissues.

Sensitivity Analysis
The sensitivity coefficients are given in Figure 4 for 90Y- and

13ll-labeled hapten with IgG in the BFA-hapten system. Tumor

vascular permeability, tumor fluid recirculation rate and tumor
fluid drainage were the most important parameters determining
uptake, whereas moderate changes in tumor plasma flow rate,
antibody-effector agent affinity and antibody-antigen affinity

have minimal effect on the therapeutic ratios.
The sensitivity analysis suggested that further increasing theBFA-effector agent affinity from IO9 M~' (baseline value) to

IO10 M~' led to a 9.0% increase in tumor-to-bone marrow
absorbed dose ratio for m I and a 11.0% for 90Y-labeled hapten,
whereas increasing the affinity from 10"' M~' to 10" merely
led to a 1.1% increase for 13II and a 1.2% increase for
90Y-labeled hapten in the BFA-hapten system. Continuous

infusion of the effector agent for 3 days resulted in a limited
(4.1%) increase in tumor-to-bone marrow therapeutic ratio for
131Iand 3.3% for 90Y.

Our analysis demonstrated that an antigen expression level in
bone marrow as high as 10% ofthat in the tumor resulted in
only a 0.4% increase for 90Y and 0.7% for 1311in absorbed dose

in bone marrow with minimal impact on the therapeutic ratios.
Tumor antigen shedding reduced the tumor absorbed dose by
only 0.2% for I3II and 0.4% for 90Y at a high turnover rate of

1 hr.
Because one-time clearance of antibody from the plasma had

only a small increase in therapeutic ratio, we wanted to see if
continuous removal of antibody could be more effective. This
would also remove any unbound antibody returning to the

bloodstream from normal tissues (mathematically the antibody
plasma concentration may be set to zero instantaneously or
maintained at zero for some duration). Using extended plasma-
pheresis (continuous clearance) to remove all of the free
antibody from the systemic circulation, a significant improve
ment in tumor-to-liver uptake ratio (a 10-fold increase) may be
achieved in RAID (Fig. 5) and up to a 117% increase in the
therapeutic ratio may be achieved for short-lived 9(>Ylabeled

hapten in the BFA-hapten system. However, only a limited
(2.8%) increase was achieved for I3ll-labeled hapten because

0.20

A.. A.. B J L PS Q U. U

FIGURE 4. The sensitivityanalysis for 90Y- and 131l-labeledeffect agents in
combination with bifunctional IgG in BFA-hapten system for tumor plasma

flow rate (Q), tumor lymphatic flow rate (L), tumor fluid recirculation rate (Jlso),
tumor vascular permeability PS (both large and small pores) for antibody,
tumor antigen expression (Bmax), antibody-antigen binding affinity (AÂ«),
antibody-agent binding affinity (A^J and urine excretion rate (Ux aJ for the

BFA and the hapten.
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FIGURE 5. Comparison of different antibody clearance schemes in the BFA
(IgGHiapten system without forced antibody clearance (A), with forced
antibody before effector agent administration (B) and with continuous re
moval of free circulating antibody (C).

the dramatically increased antibody clearance diminished the
benefit of long-lived radionuclides. The small improvement of
one-time plasma clearance in Figure 5 is due to return of
antibody from all normal tissues to the bloodstream and the
blood's small percentage of body weight in humans, i.e., only a

small fraction of total antibody in the body is removed by
instantaneous clearance of BFA in the blood.

DISCUSSION
The mathematical model for antibody pharmacokinetics and

dosimetry calculations has helped us to understand the transport
barriers to multistep methods using monoclonal antibodies.
This information was used to address the potential of tumor
pretargeting for RAID and RAIT under more favorable condi
tions.

Important Model Parameters and Physiological Barriers
Sensitivity analysis showed that antibody extravasation is the

major determinant for BFA accumulation and, thus, the effector
agent accretion in tumor. Modulating tumor vascular perme
ability would thus be most beneficial to improved effector agent
delivery (30-32).

The antibody-antigen binding affinity and antibody-effector
agent binding affinity were expected to affect to the tumor-to-
background ratio (33). The model found these two affinities to
have moderate impact on the therapeutic ratios with limited
gains from very high affinities. This suggested that the useful
ness of increasing the binding affinities beyond the baselinelevel (10'" M~') to improve effector agent selectivity would be

limited by physiological barriers. The streptavidinylated anti
body-biotin system, characterized with high antibody-effector

agent binding affinity, thus did not result in more significant
advantages over the BFA-hapten system.

Cancer Detection with Tumor Pretargeting: Limitations
and Potential

Tumor pretargeting was found to be capable of achieving
200% higher tumor-to-background ratio than was direct anti
body targeting, under the same baseline tumor physiological
conditions, with the greatest improvement in the early period.
Antibody clearance from the plasma before effector agent
administration or prolonged injection interval was expected to

improve the strategy, but it only resulted in a moderate increase
of 3%-10%. Thus, the highest tumor-to-background uptake

ratio remained relatively low (about 1.0) for typical solid
tumors, even using the optimized protocols in both pretargeting
systems. For the gamma-ray camera, using the subtraction
method, a ratio of approximately 2.5 is required for the
hypothetical 20-g tumor (i.e., 1.7-cm diameter) at 5-cm depth
(28). This suggests that solid tumors at difficult sites, such as
hepatic mÃ©tastases,are unlikely to be detected. The role of
tumor pretargeting in cancer diagnosis may thus be less than
anticipated because hepatic mÃ©tastasesare among the most
common for colorectal cancers (7).

It is important to note that tumor physiology is highly
variable and depends strongly on tumor type, size, stage and
host tissue. Sensitivity analysis indicated that tumor-to-back
ground uptake ratio could be increased for tumors with favor
able physiological conditions (i.e., increased vascular perme
ability). For example, the analysis indicated that a 2.6-fold
increase in tumor-to-background uptake ratio would be
achieved in tumors with 6-fold higher permeability than the
baseline value (Fig. 4). This would permit the detection of such
tumors in the early period after the effector agent administra
tion. Screening cancer patients for proper tumor types, stages
and other physiological parameters (e.g., vascular endothelial
growth factor concentration) that correlate with tumor vascular
permeability may help to improve the effectiveness of the
strategy.

Besides taking advantage of the physiological variations
among solid tumors, more drastic measures, such as extended
plasmapheresis removing all free antibody from the systemic
circulation, were shown to significantly increase the tumor-to-
background uptake ratio and make detection feasible even
under typical tumor physiological conditions.

Cancer Therapy with Tumor Pretargeting: Limitations
and Potential

Using the optimized protocols, the maximum achievable
absorbed dose in tumor was only 14.13 Gy under the baseline
tumor physiological conditions. Under favorable tumor condi
tions, with 6-fold higher vascular permeability, a greatly in
creased absorbed dose in tumor of 28.5 Gy was achievable.
However, the 60%-70% tumor control dose for majority of

carcinomas of aerodigestive tract (lung, stomach, liver and
gastrointestinal tract) is about 35 Gy with external beam
irradiation (34). Although the radiobiological criterion derived
from external beam irradiation may not be fully applicable, this
suggests that RAIT with tumor pretargeting was inadequate as
the sole therapeutic modality for solid tumor even using
optimized protocols under favorable tumor physiological con
ditions.

Using drastic measures such as extended plasmapheresis, a
30.7-Gy absorbed dose for typical solid tumors was achievable
but still less than the required tumor control dose. Only in
tumors with favorable conditions will RAIT be feasible for
substantial tumor control using extended plasmapheresis. An
estimated absorbed dose of 61.8 Gy could be achieved in tumor.

Comparison with Previous Studies
We compared our major conclusions with previously pub

lished studies in the literature as an evaluation of the physio
logically based pharmacokinetic model (Table 6).

Yuan et al. (35) were among the first to determine optimal
conditions for tumor pretargeting and assess its advantages over
direct tumor targeting. Baxter et al. (21) further optimized the
tumor pretargeting protocols based on a physiologically based
pharmacokinetic model. Similar efforts have also been made
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TABLE 6
Comparison of Different Pharmacokinetic Analyses

CompartmentalpharmacokineticsDistributedpharmacokineticsClinicalobservationsPharmacokinetic

model/studyYuan

etal.(35)Baxter

etal.(27)Sung

and vanOsdol(36)Goodwin

etal(70)Yao

etal.(29)Tumor

and
systemN/ABFA-haptenHuman20-g

tumorBFA-haptenHuman0.01

4-gtumorStreptavidin-biotinHumanBFA-haptenMouseBiotin-avidinMouseOptimal

BFA
dose/formBFA

IgG10
8MBFA

F(ab')210
7MBFA

IgG50-200
nM(23-90
mg)BFA

lgG/50ngBFA

lgG/30ngOptimal

injectionintervalAs

longaspossible10%

antibodymolar
dose72

hr21

hr48

hrOptimal

effector
agentdoses100%

antibodymolar
dose10%

antibodymolar
dose50%

antibodymolar
dose0.3-1

.0nmol3

jugOptimel

BFA-

agentaffinity109M

110"

M'1015M

1107-10"M-11015M

'Desirable

radionuclidesN/A131

1andÂ«VN/AN/AN/AN/A

= not applicable.

using distributed models (18,36). The present model was in
agreement with other theoretical analyses, with certain quanti
tative discrepancies, because of the different baseline condi
tions. The strength of the present model lies in the ability to
address these issues in a integrated way and in use of measur
able physiological parameters for greater reliability.

Model Limitations
The model analysis was based on the pharmacokinetics of

BFA and hapten in a standard patient under average tumor
physiological conditions. It did not fully address the variability
that is associated with tumor, nor did it include the impact of
tumor modulation, chemical link and the fate of lost labels,
alternative antigen targets and alternative antibody constructs.
There are certain limitations with the model assumptions, and
special caution must be taken to interpret the results.

The model assumed a fixed-size hypothetical tumor with
constant antigen concentration. The simulations were, thus, the
averaged effects without considering tumor growth or regres
sion during treatment and heterogeneity among different tu
mors. For example, sensitivity analysis found that plasma flow
rate to tumor was not a sensitive parameter. However, in
heterogeneous tumor vasculature increasing blood flow rate
and/or making perfusiÃ³n more uniform may change the distri
bution pattern, i.e., open new pathways. This would serve to
increase the tumor vascular permeability-surface area product,
which would improve delivery of the effector agent to tumor.

Another assumption was the uniform BFA distribution within
tissue. This is a feature of lumped pharmacokinetic models.
This is a good approximation for low molecular weight agents;
however, the distribution is heterogeneous for macromolecules
(7). Under significantly elevated vascular permeability, the
antibody distribution may be limited by its diffusion in the
extracellular matrix. Distributed models and microdosimetric
methods must be developed to evaluate such effects. For
beta-emitting radionuclides with a range of a few millimeters
and for small tumors, the assumption is, nevertheless, reason
able under the time scale of interest especially for micrometas-
tases, the primary targets of RAID and RAIT.

Although there was general agreement between the model
estimates (predictions based on physiological parameters alone)
and the doses calculated from clinical data, we are not suggest
ing that the model be used for accurate prediction of dose in
patients. Given the assumptions described above and the vari
ability between patients, no model could make precise predic

tions based on average physiological parameters. Instead, ap
proximate dose predictions have been shown to be possible
using the model with good potential for describing relative
changes in dose obtained by changing protocols or materials.
The data comparison and the hapten parameters are based on a
single BFA-hapten system (77,27). Further validation of the

model with direct dosimetry measurements compared to model
simulations using individualized patient parameters and various
antibody-hapten combinations would be beneficial.

CONCLUSION
The physiologically based phannacokinetic model provided a

useful method to obtain initial estimates of the absorbed doses
for the tumor pretargeting systems in the absence of clinical
data and has potential in the clinical treatment planning process.
The model analysis suggested that tumor pretargeting provided
a definite advantage over direct antibody targeting with up to a
200% increase in tumor-to-background ratio in RAID and up to
a 76% increase in tumor-to-bone marrow therapeutic ratio in

RAIT. With the optimized protocols for typical cancer patients,
the model showed that biotin with the streptavidinylated IgG
provided the highest tumor-to-background ratio in RAID, and
131I-conjugated biotin with the streptavidinylated F(ab')2 pro

vided the highest therapeutic ratios in RAIT. Sensitivity anal
ysis indicated that antibody extravasation into the tumor was the
major limitation for the accretion of effector agent in tumor,
whereas antigen expression in normal tissue and tumor antigen
shedding had little effect on the absorbed doses. Hence,
strategies to increase tumor permeability or to screen for
patients with high tumor permeability may help increase the
effectiveness. Despite the advantages of multistep methods, our
analysis found that tumor pretargeting was not sensitive enough
for detecting typical hepatic mÃ©tastasesand that tumor pretar
geting was inadequate as the sole therapeutic modality in RAIT
for patients with typical solid tumor physiological conditions,
unless drastic measures, such as extended plasmapheresis, are
used.
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APPENDIX A: NOMENCLATURE

A
organ

Bmax

ĉx-v.organcf
^x-i.organ

cb

C

x-i.organ

fb
ab-i,organ

pbf
*"ah-i,organ
p IT

iih-i.organ
fb

.
lÃ¯b

-i, organ

â€¢*iso.organ

â€¢'S.organ-'L.organ

â€¢'x,organ

1.^EL.organ
kf, kr

organ
M,
PS1 ^x. organ

Acorran

u,

* i,organ

* v,organ

* T,organ

*np
Â¡(Jest*â€”src)

ITX.L.

Accumulated activity in organ i (Ci-h/Ci)

Antigen concentration in tumor (M)
BFA (x = a), effector agent (x = h) and their complex (x = ah) concentration in the vascular space (M)
Free BFA (x = a), effector agent (x = h) and their complex (x = ah) concentrations in the interstitial space
(M)
Nonspecifically bound BFA (x = a), effector agent (x = h) and their complex (x = ah) concentration in the

interstitial space (M)
Antibody-antigen concentration in the interstitial space (M)

Complex concentration from bound antibody with free agent in the interstitial space (M)
Complex concentration from free antibody with free agent in the interstitial space (M)
Complex concentration from free antibody with bound agent in the interstitial space (M)
Antibody-antigen-agent concentration in the interstitial space (M)

Absorbed dose in organ i (cGy/mCi)
Fluid recirculation flow rate (= flow rate through large pore into the interstitial space for L = 0) (ml/min)
Transcapillary fluid flow rate (vascular â€”>interstitial) for each organ via small and large pores, respectively

(ml/min)
Extravasation rate (transcapillary exhange rate) for BFA (x = a), effector agent (x = h) and the complex (x :
ah) (moles/min)
Catabolic elimination rate (ml/min)
Association and disassociation constants for antibody-antigen (k''spIVP'-min~' and kr-spmin~' for specific

binding)
Lymph flow rate (ml/min)
Mass organ i (g)
Permeability-surface area product for species x, per organ (ml/min)

Plasma flow rate (ml/min)
Excretion rate constants for the BFA (x = a), the therapeutic agent (x = h) and their complex (x = ah),

respectively, via kidney urine clearance (ml/min)
Organ interstitial space (ml)
Organ vascular space (ml) (Vpl is total plasma volume)
Total organ volume (ml)
Mean energy emitted per nuclear transition for particle i (np for nonpenetrating radiation) (g-cGy/jaCi-h)

Specific absorption fraction of energy for target organ (dest) for particle i emitted in the source organ (src)
Osmotic reflection coefficients of large and small pores for BFA (x = a), effector agent (x = h) and their
complex (x = ah)

APPENDIX B: MATHEMATICAL MODEL AND
GOVERNING MASS BALANCE EQUATIONS

The mass balance equations for the pharmacokinetic model
describe the circulation of the BFA, the therapeutic agent and their
binding complex throughout the body (Fig. 1). The equations are
solved using Livermore Solver of Ordinary Differential Equations
with Gear's method for stiff equations (37). The extravasation of

BFA (x = a), effector agent (x = h) and their complex (x = ah) are
determined by the following equations according to the two pore
model proposed by Rippe and Haraldsson (38,39):

' * ^x-L.organ\*~x-v,organ

Js,organ( ' ~ Â°S.x)Cx-v..*-x-i.orgar/'V>rgan.'

"^x-S,organ(*~x-v,organ *~x_Â¡.organ'Bergan) gPcÂ».s_ l

.organ

and

^L.organ ^iso.organ ' ^L^organÂ» ^S.organ -Mso,organ '

For each organ subcompartment (vascular space, interstitial space
and tumor-bound species in the interstitial space), mass balances
are written In the vascular compartment, the rate of accumulation
equals the rate entering via the bloodstream minus the rate leaving
via the blood minus the rate of extravasation, accounting for any
conversion between bound and unbound species In the interstitial

space. The accumulation rate is the rate of material entering from
the plasma minus the rate it leaves via the lymph and the rates at
which the materials becomes bound or unbound. For additional
details, see refs. 20 and 2 1.

Mass Balance Equation for Plasma

a_vp]/dt)= (Qiung~~Hung)Ca.vjUng+ L]ungCa_Â¡iÃ¼ng

pf pf
r Miver^a-i.liver "^gi^a-i.i ' '-a-i.liver "^gi^a-i.gi ' '-spleen'-'a-i.spleen

Ã• 1"*^ I ^
r Lkidncyv-'a-i,kidney ' Mumor^a-i.tumor

pf pf
r '-skin'-a-i.skin ' Lmuscle'~a-i.muscle

' ^bone*-a-i.bone LneartCa.j (,eart ~ (.vliver

I- Lgj + Lsp|een + Qkidney + Qtumor ~*~Qskin

' Vmusdc ' Vbonc ' Vhcart)Ca.v,pl

' plC^-ahCa-v.plCh-v.pl ~ Kah ' Can-v,pl)

Vp|(dCh-v.pl/dt) = (Qlung - Llung)Ch-v,lung

I- LijverCh.Â¡ ijv

iungh.Â¡ ,ung

LgÂ¡Ch.j gi + LSpieenCn.Â¡ sp|een

' Lkjdney*-h_Â¡kjdney + LlumorLn_Â¡itumor

r l-skinCh-i.skin + Lmusc|eCn.j>muscie
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+ Lgi + LSp|een + Qkidney + Qtumor + Qskin

+ Qmuscle + Qbone + Qhcart)Ch-v,pl

~~ Vpl(K.a(1Ca.v.p|C)1_v.pl ~ K.,1, ' Cah-v.pl)

Vpl(dCah-v,pl/dt) = (Qiung - Liung)Cah-v,lung + LlungCah-i,lung

i pf 1 ffr Miver*-ah-i,liver ~ ^gi'-ah-i.gi

' Lspleen*-ah-i .spleen ' ^kidneyLah.j.k

r LgÂ¡T" Lsp|ecn/^x-v,pl

\Vlivcr t-'liver/^x-v.liver ^x,liver

' Ltumor^- "â€¢"^skin^-

_Â¡,musc|e T" boneah-i.bonc

+ LheartCah-i,heart ~ (Qliver + Lgi + Lsp|een

+ Qkidney + Qtumor + Qskin + Qmuscle + Qbone

+ Qheart)Cah-v.pl + Vp|(KanCa-v.p|Ch.v.pl

~ Kah ' Cah-v.pl)

There is an additional constraint on the volumetric flow rates:

Vlung Vliver Cliver ' vÃkidney ^-kidney Vtumor ^lumor

' Qskin ~ Lskin ' Qmuscle ~ ^muscle ' Qbone ~ MmM

^ Qheart ~ Lnean

Mass Balance Equations for Lung
For vascular space:

* v.lung\U^x-v,lung'"U vvliver ^liver/^x-v, liver '

vQkidney ~ LkidneyJLx-v.kidney """

'Qtumor ~ Mumor)Cx_v tumor "â€¢"

vVskin ^skin/^x-v.skin '

^Vmusclc LmusciejL-x_Vtrnusc[e ~r

(Qbone ~ Lbone)Cx.Vibone +

'Qheart ~ Lheart)Cx.v neart ~

VVlung ^lung/^x-v,lung â€¢'x.lung

Â»v.lungv'^â€¢ahâ-v.lung^-h-v.lung

^â€¢ah' *"ah-v.lung^

Vv,lung(dCah-v.lung''dt) = (Qliver ~ L|jver)Cah-v,|iver +

(Qkidney ~ LkidneyJ^ah-v. kidney '

\^<tumor Ltumor/^ah-v.tumor "^

(Qskin ~ LskinJLah-v,skin '

\Vmusclc ^muscle/^ah-v,muscle '

'Qbone ~ '-(,onejCan.v .bone """

(Qheart ~ Lheart)Cah-v,heart ~

(Qlung ~ LiungJCa^.y iung ~ Jah.lung

' Â»v.lung( '^â€¢ahâ-v.lung*-h-v,lung

" KanCah-v,lung)

Mass Balance Equations for Liver
For vascular space:

Vv,Uvcr(dCx_vjÂ¡ver/dt) = (Qgj â€”Lgj)Cx.v.gj + (Qsplccn

x_v.sp|een ' vvlivcr Vgi Visplecn

(Qgj â€”Lgi)Can_V-gÂ¡+ (Qsplcen

~ Lspleen/^ah-v .spleen T (Qliver ~ Qgi

~ Qsplecn """Lgj + LSp|ecn)Can.v p| ~

\Wlivcr '--liver/^ah-v. liver ^ah.liver

â€¢""v.liverC^ah^a-v.liver^h-v. liver

Mass Balance Equations for Kidney
For vascular space:

* v,kidncy(dCx-v,kidncy'dt) = Qkidney^x-v.pl ~ (Qkidney ~~ LkÂ¡d

* v.kidney('^-ah'-a-v.kidney^h-v,kidncy

Vv,kidney(dCah-v,kidncy/'dt) = QkidneyCah-v.pl ~ (Qkidney

~ ^kidney/^-ah-v. liver ^ah*--ah-v.kidney

~ Jah-v "i" * v.kidneyC^-ah^a-v.kidney^h-v.kidncy

Mass Balance Equations for Tumor and Other Organs
For vascular space:

* v,organ(uCa_v organ/Qt) ~~ Worgan^a-v,pl ~~ VVorgan ~ Lorgan)(_a.V)Organ

Â»*a,organ * v.organ\'^ah^'a-v,organ^h-v,organ

- If r C \
â€¢^ah^ah-v.organ/

* v,organiQ^-h-v,orgaiŶU Vorgan^h-v.pl VVorgan Lorgafji~h-v,organ

â€¢'h.organ * v,organV*^ah^a-v,organ*-h-v,organ

i^-r p
*^ah^ah-v,organ'

* v,organv"^-ah-v,organ/^' Vorgan^ah-v,pl \Vorgan ^organ/^-ah-v,organ

~~ ^ah.organ "â€¢"VvorgantK-^Ca.vorgunCh.v.organ

i^-r p
^"ah^ah-v.organ/

For interstitial space:

* i,organvQ*-'a-i,organ'^' Ja,organ ^ **^a-i,organ

â€”V â€¢(Kf Cf -
v i,organ Vr^organ^a-Lorgan

^â€¢a.organ^a-i.organ'

"i.organ * i^ah^a-i,organ'^-h-i.organ

+ Cb \\ 4- V â€¢Ã•Kr (CfÃ
T Mi-i.organ/' T v i.organ V^ah^^ah-^organ

i pfb \\ \r f (\Â¿^ Ã•R
r ^ah-i.organ// v i.organ V^abVDmax

pfb _ pffb \ . pf
^ab-i,organ ^ahb-i.organ/ ^a-i.oi.organ

' *

V i. * i.organ' C^A.organ^a-i.organ "^A.organ*-a-i,organ'

Â»i.organ' (â€¢^â€¢alr-'a-i.organ' ^h-i,organ

- K*rbf Â«
Ivahv'ah-i.organ'

* (*J^-- ^ ' i.organ(^-ab("max ^ab-i,organ
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In each organ, the average concentration of effector agent is:

CTOT= (2x=h,ahCx.vVv+ 2x=Mh(CÃ•.Â¡+ CtÂ¡)VÂ¡+ C^V-, + C^V

+
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